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About This Game

The long-standing 7 Wonders series keeps getting better and better! The fifth installment, 7 Wonders: Ancient Alien Makeover,
adds an entirely new game component, new Wonders and a new and exciting material – Alien Energy!

The goal is still to construct exciting new Wonders by swapping same-colored runes to make matches of three or more to the
tune of exploding bonuses. Make enough matches before time runs out to fill your arsenal with power-ups and the materials
needed to complete your Wonders before your very eyes! As you complete each game board, bricks, water, gems, landscape,

and now – Alien Energy! Excel and face bonus levels that take you deep below the earth’s surface to win materials like gold to
adorn your Wonders! There is also, for the first time, a secondary game component to build a village! Mini-games rewards

players with buildings and decorations to create their own village. Build all 7 Wonders and then unlock a magical 8th location,
Nazca Valley! New game play and new Wonders await in Ancient Alien Makeover!

Key Features:

56+ addictive and challenging levels
Expanded play field
New “alien energy” construction material!
New village component
4 difficulty modes including “Zen” which has no timer.
Players earn a star rating for the completion of any Wonder. There is replay value to improving the star rating from a 2
to a 4 because it will lead to unlocking the Bonus Wonder and more things to decorate the village.
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Players can earn a wide variety of achievements which are displayed in a trophy room.
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I don't honestly think there's much to say about this title. It's a match 3 with a theme and a handful of gimmicks (candy-
crushesque in some ways) and some other side minigames that add a little variety. In other words, it's the natural extension of
Bejeweled. It's casual as hell and doesn't pretend to be otherwise. Mumbo Jumbo was probably second on the totem pole when it
comes to polished casual titles (the first USED to be Popcap until EA sacrificed them to the gods of commerce) so it's well
made and pleasant enough in its presentation.

I don't dislike it, and honestly it's the perfect kind of game for me to play when I'm trying to wake up in the morning before
work, or when I'm winding down before bed and listening to music or whatever. It's nothing special, but I wouldn't be surprised
if I played it to completion over the next few months or so during those hazy pre-work morning hours. Wouldn't be the first
time I've done that with a game like this. I guess my one gripe about it is that I was expecting to at least put some makeup on
some flamboyant aliens or something with a title like that, but there's no such activity to be found.. I loved 7 Wonders
previously and I must say that this new opus is quite good and more challenging than the others. And the little guys are still that
funny.

In other words, you still have to build magnificient sites, apart that here, you're kinda helped by aliens. Your goal is to destruct
tiles by making a chain of 3 or more of the same shapes (the colors are helping you to distinguish them) and then to make a big
cube fall down. Some tiles are special: the green ones help you to gather trees, flowers or grass, the light blues one to collect
water, etc etc... They're important if you want to build the wonder under a specific number of levels and to gain more.

Each chain of more than 3 is bringing you bonuses, like eliminating a line, etc.. It can help to reach tiles that can be a pain in
the\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665to destroy for example.

Also, you can bonus like a bomb or a swap tiles, etc... that can be used during the level, though you have to resplenish these
powers by making chains.

In that opus, you can also build your own little village thanks to unlocked buildings.

7 Wonders: Ancient Alien Makeover is a nice match-3 game. Don't hesitate.. Satisfying sounds and visuals - what casual 3 in a
row game should have.
Gives a sense of accomplishment.. good little match puzzle game for wasting some tiem on when youre bored. get to build
ancient wonders also.. https://youtu.be/yMAvJGpLADk

While nobody knows for sure, it is most likely not historically accurate to have aliens visit earth and force humans into match 3
labor to craft temples in their honor.

The simplistic matching gameplay is functional but doesn't have any features to make it stand out. The unstable framerate also
weakens the experience as a whole.
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Performance issues killed this game. FPS at about 10 to 12 makes me wonder how the developer dares to call himself:
premium.. If you like match 3 games, this is pretty good. Basically same as Simplz Zoo, except with a world wonder theme.
Good powerups and extra elements to match on the board like resources and background tiles. Pretty addictive little distraction..
Pretty nice game to pass the time, wouldn't pay the full price tho. Its another match 3 game. Although not a bad game, I
personally wouldnt recommend it. This is mostly due to other enjoyables games in the genre that should get your attention first,
such as might and magic: clash of heroes, puzzle quest or 4 elements.. GREAT match3 game, one of the BEST in the series!!!

MUST PLAY.
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